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PREFACE

The Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) has prepared the "Writing for

ECA" style guide to reflect its writing and publishing policies and preferences,

and to adapt and customize United Nations editorial style and practice. It is meant

to facilitate convergence and standardization of in-house writing and publishing

styles for various categories of publications, consolidate the ECA publishing

function and help to reduce the time spent on editing, re-writing and re-structuring

documents for publication. It will be updated periodically to keep it useful and

relevant.

The Communication Team (CT) has compiled this work, including the spelling

and acronyms lists as a short, reference handbook to assist divisional staff,

consultants and resource persons to draft, compile, edit, proofread, design, lay

out, and publish substantive ECA documents. Publishing takes place in both print

and electronic formats, including on websites and on CD-ROMs. Parallel staff in

other regional commissions and specialized agencies may also find this style

guide useful.

The material essentially reflects the most important points in the United Nations

Editorial Manual (ST/DCS/2) published in 1983 by the Department of

Conference Services, United Nations Headquarters, New York. In the last two

decades since the above mentioned Editorial Manual was printed, new computer

hardware and software and use of the Internet and of Intranet sites have

transformed publishing and printing within and outside the United Nations

System.

At New York Headquarters, a Multilingual Support Project has strengthened

standardization of style and terminology, and favoured electronically updated and

accessible guidelines and glossaries. Use of the Manual has largely been

superseded by the Terminology Bulletins of the UNTERM databases, covering

specific sectors, for example, environment, gender and development and

peacekeeping.

United nations documentation is special in that it caters for many nations and

cultures and must be neutral and factual in tone and purpose. At ECA, text must

be easily translatable into English, French and/or Arabic. Although the new

United Nations reform process leaves room for flexibility and creative

interpretation of rules and regulations, persons preparing manuscripts and

documents for publication must ensure language use that is factual and accurate,

non-inflammatory, non-judgmental, impartial and neutral, non-sexist, non-racist,



and standardized in terms of use of the UN logo, citation symbols and numbers,

style, spelling, design and layout and modes of distribution and dissemination.

Feedback and suggestions are welcome for improving future editions. For more

detailed information or for points not covered here, please refer to the original

1983 United Nations Editorial Manual, or visit the website

You may consult CT editorial and design staff at:

UNCC, Press Area

E-mail: ecainfo@un.org or TYohannes@uneca.org

Tel: 251-1- 445064/443168/443770



I. ECA DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS

A. Turning manuscripts into documents

Draft manuscripts are researched, word-processed and peer-reviewed in the

Commission's Divisions and Subregional Offices (SROs). They are called

"documents" when the written material is officially issued for an intended

audience, using the UN masthead, with logo and imprint. Documents may be

selected to become "publications".

The ECA Publication Policy is available on the ECA Intranet. Major publication

categories include:

• Flagships (e.g. Economic Report on Africa);

• Working Papers;

• Policy Research Findings;

• Policy Position Papers;

• Briefing Papers;

• Conference Proceedings and Reports;

• Other Publications (including Special Issues Series); and

• Newsletters (printed and online).

Most documents are intended to serve first as conference working/briefing papers,

as a basis for discussion at meetings of member State leaders and officials,

technical experts, private sector and civil society leaders and development

partners or as a record of proceedings. Most manuscripts produced will develop

into documents according to the corporate and divisional Programme

Implementation Plans (PIPs).

Each document receives an identification code in numbers and symbols, allocated

by the Administrative Assistant in the Division, in consultation with the

Documents Control office in the Conference and General Service Division

(CGSD).

However, not all documents become publications. Those documents selected for

publication by ECA, as official records or for special or wider dissemination,

must undergo internal and/or external peer review and be approved by the Chief

of the Division. Flagship and policy publications have to be approved by the

Executive Secretary.



Documents approved and peer-reviewed for publication should be submitted by

the responsible Consulting Officer to the CT Publications Officer for insertion

into the Tracking System, priority setting, timeframes, assignment to editorial and

Desk Top Publishing (DTP) staff, design and quality control, tracking and

monitoring, printing and dissemination planning. Consulting Officers should also

liaise with the Publications Officer and DTP staffwith regard to design templates,

colour coding, publishing formats, quantities, languages and so on.

The ECA Print Shop prints or reproduces documents issued under the masthead

with the document symbols of identification, according to United Nations style

and practice. The Print Shop has been rehabilitated and with the new machinery

and equipment coming into use in 2004, has upgraded capacity to print flagships

and other full colour publications previously outsourced for external printing.

In turning manuscripts into documents and documents into publications,

remember that:

• You are writing for United Nations audiences and client groups. Use of

non-inflammatory, non-judgmental, impartial language and standard

formats and style with regard to spelling and layout have to be respected.

• United Nations documentation is special in that it caters for many nations

and cultures and must be neutral and factual in tone and purpose, and at

ECA, easily translatable into English, French or Arabic.

• Documents for publication that are produced with sufficient lead-time

should be submitted to the Reference Unit in CGSD, through the

Documents Control office. Otherwise, the author division must ensure that

referencing is done, according to United Nations practice. In assessing the

quality of texts, trained staff must act as pre-editors and ensure that all

texts are thoroughly checked to ensure that they are not entirely or partly

reproduced from other documents and papers, to avoid plagiarizing and

copyright violations. Quotations, including indirect or hidden quotations,

repetitive elements and material taken from documentation issued by other

organizations, should be identified and acknowledged.

• All texts of relevance to the working document, i.e. background

documentation, reports on the same subject, similar texts that can serve as

models, and material from specialized agencies that can be obtained only

by means of thorough research, should be obtained and checked.



• Tides and terms, especially obscure and specialized terminology, should be

checked. The most current titles and terms, reflecting changes in usage

decided upon in United Nations reference, terminology, editorial, translation,

protocol or legal affairs offices and units should be obtained.

• Notation of errors and inconsistencies. Any errors or inconsistencies should

be noted and remedied before submission for editing and/or translation.

• The sources used should be authoritative and up-to-date. In providing the

best resources to editing and translation, both Intranet and Internet-based

databases, including databases of the specialized agencies, other international

organizations, libraries and universities, should be exhaustively checked. For

treaties and conventions only authentic legal material should be used.

B. Turning documents into publications

The Commission plans its publications series and categories according to content,

intended audience and statutory requirements. ECA, as a regional commission,

operates under the statutory, reporting and programme requirements of the United

Nations Secretariat. It has policy, advocacy and technical assistance roles, in

addition to its role in convening member State officials, national and regional

delegates and development partners.

ECA is also a leading African knowledge management and publishing centre for

generating, packaging and disseminating conference documents, reports on

meetings, resolutions and recommendations, policy guidelines for various

development sectors, case studies, best practices, research findings and

development news and opportunities, in both print and electronic formats. The

current "Knowledge Initiative" is a work in progress at ECA. It is further

structuring and establishing the Commission as an African knowledge

management centre of high repute and wide outreach.

Staff writers or consultants prepare a draft manuscript and after peer review and

approval by the Chief of the Division or the Executive Secretary as required,

submit the electronic files to the CT by e-mail, floppy disk or CD-ROM.

Documents for publication have to be submitted on a timely basis, to the

Publications Officer in charge of documents control, quality control and

management of the publications tracking and monitoring database.

Titneframes: Are you allowing enough time for peer review, editing, text

processing, proofreading, translation, desktop publishing andprinting?



It is important to note that the publication process, especially writing, peer review,

editing and translation will be strongly affected by the deadline for the job and the

timeliness of submission. Time constraints will also have an impact on

referencing, that is, checking facts and references, and on consultation with the

author(s).

Poor drafting causes additional work at the editorial, text processing and

proofreading stages, and affects the quality of the final product, especially when

the work is submitted late. Ideally, ECA documents should be submitted 3-6

months before they are needed as publications in more than one language. Six

weeks, for a rush job, is the minimum lead-time required for work requiring

layout and design, with light-to-medium editing and no translation.

The level of peer review, editing and translation will also be influenced by the

nature and purpose of the text (e.g. whether it is a Statutory Report to the General

Assembly and ECOSOC, a discussion conference paper, a book-length policy

perspective or research data document, or a technical publication with many

statistical graphs, tables and annexes.

The first step in the publication process is consultation with the

Communication Officer (CO) assigned to the respective source division. He or

she is the CT Focal Point, including for the Publications Programme and will

provide advice on preparing and completing the document, assist with re

writes and pre-editing, and help to arrange peer review and clearance for

printing.

C. Checklist: Is your document ready for publication?

The following is a checklist of pre-publishing actions and decisions, to be taken

before submission for publication:
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Divisional issues

■ Involvement and approval of the Chief of the Division obtained;

■ Inputs from the assigned Communication Officer obtained;

■ Deadlines agreed. By when and for what event is the publication needed?

A conference? A launch?

■ Original language of writing. Is the original language to be English,

French or Arabic?

■ Type of publication, whether research data, working paper series, flagship,

etc;

■ Mode of dissemination. Is it to be published in print or electronically?

■ Target audience identified and language use and format adjusted

accordingly;

■ Consistency with previous documents published on the topic. Check

previous publications in the same series or on the same topic. Use

institutional memory where it exists;

■ Peer review arranged and carried out, internally and/or externally;

■ Determination of translation needs, in which language(s) and by when;

■ Number of copies to be printed in each language.

Language, style andformat

■ Clear titling, concise, not too lengthy, chosen with subject matter and

target audience in mind;

■ Draft cover page with title, division and document number and symbol

citation from the Division;

■ A Table of Contents (TOC) required for any document over 8 pages long,

well structured, with a consistent outline of numbers and/or letters - (I, II;

A, B; 1, 2; (a), (b); (i), (ii). Or 1.0,1.1; 2.0, 2.1, etc.

■ A list of acronyms if there are many in the text;

■ All sources, footnotes and bibliography present and set out in a consistent

format, including use ofpunctuation, capitalization, and use of bold, italics

and underline.

■ Clear, straightforward style that is easily understood by the intended

audience; Well-written text, high-quality wording and flow of ideas,

logical argument if any;

■ Accurate data or substantive information, with relevant statistics and

graphics if any;

■ Grammar, spelling and punctuation correct; spelling and punctuation

should conform to United Nations editorial guidelines and practice;
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Correct terminology and specialized vocabulary;

Preferred British spelling, except for "z" instead of "s" in words such as

organization, and a few other exceptions to the latter rule, such as "s" in

analyse;

Factual style, direct and unambiguous. The text should be understandable

to all interested readers and should not present unnecessary difficulties for

translators;

Ideas should be presented in a logical sequence and the overall structure of

the text should be coherent;

Specific rules governing the style and structure of United Nations

documents applied;

Terminology and proper names should be consistent throughout the

document, and identical word combinations, phrases and sentences should

be rendered in the same way throughout;

All repetitions, extraneous material, value judgements, politically incorrect

comparisons, references or slurs, removed;

All gender-insensitive wording removed or changed, e.g. manpower

becomes human resources, labour, personnel, staff, etc.;

Alphabetization of any list of countries mentioned in the text, unless some

ranking is involved;

Facts, figures, quotations, footnotes and references checked for accuracy.

D. Editing and proofreading assessment criteria

What does the Editor/Proofreader look for? What do you expect from the

Editor/Proofreader?

The editor checks language, grammar, substance, sourcing and referencing and

the outline and structure. Editing is done before layout, preferably using double-

spaced Word files. Proofreading has to be done at least twice in the workflow,

after insertion of corrections and after layout. Proofreading entails checking the

new revised product for accurate insertion of the editor's corrections and

amendments.

The following attract major editorial and proofreading focus:

• Grammar, spelling and punctuation. The text should be free of

grammatical, spelling and punctuation errors. Spelling and punctuation

should conform to United Nations rules.
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Accuracy. Facts, figures, quotations, footnotes and references should be

accurate. Terminology and the names of persons and places should be

accurate, consistent and in conformity with United Nations usage.

Language and substance. The language should be clear and appropriate to

the readership.

Style and structure. The style should be factual, direct and unambiguous.

The text should be understandable to all interested readers and should not

present unnecessary difficulties for translators. Ideas should be presented

in a logical sequence and the overall structure of the text should be

coherent.

Format. The format should help to elucidate the information presented

and should reflect the structure of the text and tables. Format codes for

headings and other elements should be applied in accordance with United

Nations guidelines.

Concordance. Editors who bring different language versions into

concordance must ensure that each language version accurately reflects

the meaning of the original text.

Authorization to make editorial changes. The level of editing and

formatting may be determined by instructions from author divisions.

Limits on editorial changes to specific elements or to the text as a whole

may he negotiated, bearing ECA and overall United Nations rules and

regulations in mind.

Submission of complete documents. Defects in the document, such as

missing table of contents and list of acronyms where appropriate, missing

pages, tables, footnotes, bibliographies, and so on will mean non-

acceptance for publication. Poor drafting with unclear or unfinished

sentences, incorrect references, gaps in the data and so on will slow down

the editing process and affect the quality of the final product. Conforming

to the original. There should be no summarization, abbreviation or

omission of material without consultation with the author division. There

should be no unnecessary additions or serious shifts in emphasis that give

the wrong nuance or meaning.

Referencing. Reference materials provided by the author department or the

CGSD Reference Unit should be used intelligently. Generally available

sources of terminology and background information should also be

consulted.

13



E. Flagships and other research publications

Recurrent and special flagship publications reflect a Commission-wide effort

coordinated by the respective lead Divisions and tested by internal and external

peer reviews. Flagships reflect ECA strategic priorities and lead areas and

currently include Economic Report on Africa, African Women's Report and

Annual Report on Integration in Africa (ARIA). Flagships are given the highest

priority for publishing in high-quality hard copy, on CD-ROMs and on websites

and have to be approved by the Executive Secretary of the Commission.

Acceptable lengths for publications at ECA

The length of flagships may vary but brevity, clarity and compactness are expected,

as well as new knowledge to add to the field. On A4 paper size, single spaced, text

should not exceed 200 pages.

Conference reports with resolutions and recommendations and annexes, surveys,

manuals and directories, should be no longer than 150 pages.

Other publications that fall under such categories as research findings, position

papers, briefing papers, working papers, occasional papers, and selected technical

and statistical studies, should aim for 24 pages, especially if the text must also be

translated into French or Arabic.

ECA writers need to submit shorter, more compactly worded texts to meet these

guidelines.

F. Reports and resolutions

Reports are often statutory documents called for under specific resolutions and

procedures. The Annual Report of the Commission to the Secretary-General and

the General Assembly is one such example. Reports on meetings should be

published and distributed within three months of the event. The opening and

closing formalities are usually condensed and addresses and statements are

summarized. A reasonable guideline is 1-2 paragraphs per speaker or panelist.

Reporting follows the order of the agenda items and should be action-oriented for
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follow up. Paragraphs are numbered continuously. Usually, the following sections

help to structure reports, but all reports do not necessarily use all these sections:

Executive Summary or Abstract

Acknowledgements

Attendance

Opening Statements

Election of Officers

Adoption of the Agenda and Programme of Work

Account of Proceedings by Agenda Item

Recommendations and resolutions

Closing Statements

Annexes (such as the Programme of Work, List of Participants and

Resolutions)

Resolutions adopted are usually attached to a meeting report. They remain draft

resolutions until they have been adopted by delegates. Resolutions must be

drafted and amended with great care, because they represent the will of those

concerned, which may affect expenditure of funds and the responsibilities of

institutions, specialized agencies and member States.

Although reports are mandatory for all conferences, seminars and workshops, and

at the end of a mission abroad, most are only reproduced for internal circulation

and may follow a style convenient to the writer.

For more on Report Writing for the United Nations, please consult Principles of

Report Writing for the United Nations, issued by the Training Service, OHRM,

United Nations, New York.

G. Use of the UN logo

The United Nations logo may be used on all official documents, that is,

those bearing a document symbol.

Use of the logo and imprint should be along strict lines, as laid out in document

ST/AI189/Add.2 and Amen.l, paragraphs 3 and 3a. On official documents, it may

appear on the title page in the masthead. It should appear on the cover page and
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the title page of a publication, preferably against the top left margin or centered in

the lower half of the page. The words 'United Nations" usually appears beside or

below the logo, followed by the name of the specific agency or Commission.

The UN logo is also used for all documentation and public information materials

for United Nations global and regional conferences and designated international

years and decades. Non-recurrent publications such as conference background

papers, technical material, statistical documents, papers produced as reference

material, booklets, directories, flyers and posters may also carry the UN logo. It

may, but does not have to appear on non-official documents such as newsletters,

and on-going conference and seminar working papers.

H. Attribution of authorship and copyright

The general practice is that publications are issued in the name of the United

Nations, by a specific department, office, or commission, and normally not below

the substantive Division or Programme or Initiative that produced the work.

Except in cases of original research, authorship is not attributed to individual staff

members. If mention is made in front or end matter, official titles are usually used, not

names. Staff rule 112.7 clearly states that "All rights, including title, copyright and

patent rights, in any work performed by a staff member as part of his or her official

duties shall be vested in the United Nations. "

Papers and studies prepared outside the United Nations system by national government

officials and by external experts and consultants may be attributed to them.

Administrative instruction ST/AI/189/Add.2 deals with the area of copyright. The

general principle is that the United Nations does not retain copyright, as the policy

is to facilitate dissemination to the public domain and not to restrict use of the

material.

Certain material in specific statistical, technical and scientific fields, especially

sales materials may be copyrighted, usually to ensure proper usage or cost

coverage.

Permission to reprint or otherwise quote UN materials is usually given freely,

depending on the source and purpose of the material. ECA asks that use of its

materials should however be acknowledged, as in common professional and

academic practice and a copy of the text produced be sent to ECA for its archives

and outreach monitoring.



I. Prefaces and forewords

It is the choice of the writer whether to call an introductory piece for the front

matter of a publication a "preface" or a "foreword". Both deal with the origin and

purpose of the publication..

A foreword is written by someone other than the author and is signed. A preface

is usually prepared by the author and is not signed. A foreword in an ECA

publication is usually signed by the Executive Secretary of the Commission.

J. Disclaimers

When a work is attributed to individual authors or is controversial in some way,

front matter should contain a statement that attributes responsibility to the authors.

Such controversy may be aroused with regard to publication of the content of a

national paper or an individual's statement for a UN conference, map boundaries,

editorial or substantive issues, or mention of any political action, opinion, firm

name or commercial product that could be taken as UN endorsement

It is important when writing for the United Nations to treat nations and

governments respectfully and impartially. The United Nations may disclose points

of view on important international developments without necessarily taking sides.

It should provide facts not endorse opinions or comments on sensitive issues that

may seem partial to some member States.

Standard UN protective disclaimers

1. The designation employed and the presentation of material in this

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the

part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of

any country, territory, city, or area or of its authorities, or concerning the

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. OR

2. The views expressed are those of its authors and do not necessarily reflect

the views of the United Nations.
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A disclaimer should be included only when it is considered necessary. In a

publication, it is placed in the front matter, usually on the page following the title

page.

K. Newsletters and bulletins

Newsletters and bulletins are public information materials. As a general guideline,

newsletters cover "news" and are not expected to contain in-depth substantive,

analytical or political material, but should supply basic information about

programmed activities, staff and management achievements, special events and

major developments and opportunities in the respective field. The formats are

usually A4, 2- or 3-column arrangements. Length should not be more than 16

pages. Photos are welcomed.

• Newsletter articles should average about 350 words or less; feature articles

may be longer, to a maximum of 700 words.

• Heading suggestions: Helvetica Bold, 24 pt for feature headlines on page

1, 18 pt or less for article headings.

• Centre the headlines. Capitalize as in a sentence, with only the first word

and proper nouns capitalized; do not use all caps.

• Submit copy to the respective editors of the newsletters.

• Such unofficial publications should avoid glorifying the activities of

individual United Nations officials and positively seek to enhance internal

and external communication and partnership between staff and

management, other UN agencies and development cooperation partners.

Bulletins are governed by these same guidelines but usually highlight news and

findings from a specific sector, such as population, and may be more statistical in

nature with longer articles and features and more graphs, figures and maps. Some

ECA newsletters and bulletins target staff internally, while others have external

audiences in various countries, sectors and institutions.

L. Web publishing

ECA documents posted on the official websites are considered "web-published".

The technical requirements and process are different from print publishing and

design considerations may affect length, access to related links and degree to

which text and subheadings are "searchable". However, the general style and

presentation guidelines in 'Writingfor ECA " still apply.

18



For more information, consult the ECA Webmaster and the CT policy document

called "ECA Web Guidelines and Internet Publishing Policy".

M. Correspondence

The United Nations Correspondence Manual, United Nations, New York, 2000,

(ST/DCS/4/Rev.l) is the guide for drafting, processing and dispatching official

communications. The guidelines ask staff members to use concise, clear and

accurate language in a direct but dignified, polite style, correct in form and

attractive in appearance. Remember that:

■ British spelling remains the general rule and letterhead stationary should

be used.

■ A reference or identifying number should be assigned to each piece of

outgoing correspondence.

■ All outgoing correspondence should be approved and cleared by the

respective authorized official.

■ Where there has been previous correspondence, make a precise reference

to the last communication, referring to date, subject matter or reference

number. Example: '"With reference to your letter of 5 April 2004

concerning

■ Address Government leaders and Ambassadors very respectfully.

Example: Your Excellency; Honourable...

■ Letters to Heads of State and Ministers of Government are usually signed

by the Executive Secretary himself.

■ United Nations correspondence includes not only letters and memoranda

to individuals, institutions, embassies and governments, but also

diplomatic statements such as the Note Verbale.

■ Many such communications have to be translated into other languages

where polite forms of address and closure are more common than in

English. Example of closing: Please accept, Sir/Madam, the assurances

ofmy highest consideration.

19



Use of the United Nations letterhead and logo means official United

Nation communications, for which the issuing United Nations staff

member must take responsibility.

20



II. THE WRITING PROCESS

A. Beginning to write

Remember you are doing formal descriptive, research and analytical

writing. Writing for the United Nations "calls for the same qualities of

brevity, clarity, simplicity oflanguage and logical organization ofmaterial as

are desirable in all writing of a factual character" (ST/CS/SER.A/13/Rev.3,

para.4).

First steps

Make sure you correctly understand your topic of assignment.

Know who your target audience is, whether government officials, women

leaders, development partners, media, etc.

Choose an accurate, brief title that fits in 1-2 lines when centred. Overly

long titles are cumbersome and should be avoided.

The parts of a title may be separated with a colon. Example: NGO Activity

in Southern Africa: A Gender Perspective.

Collect and review recent work done at the Commission and elsewhere in

your assigned area, as background references.

Research and referencing may be done by reviewing sources in the

relevant Divisions, in the Reference Unit of CGSD, on Intranet and

Internet websites, in the ECA Library and in the Libraries of other UN and

other international agencies, including that of the African Union (AU).

Decide on placement of footnotes. They normally go at the bottom of the

page on which they occur. However, some contemporary publications

allow abbreviated footnotes bracketed in the text as they occur, with more

details in the bibliography. Whichever style chosen must be consistently

followed throughout the document.

Remember that in UN publications the spelling is usually British, with a

few exceptions. If a writer chooses American spelling, this must be

consistent throughout the text and not switch back and forth.

Reference the material thoroughly. Check that all quotes, extracts and

publications are accurately attributed, footnoted and sourced in the

bibliography. References to dates, publications, resolutions, declarations,

communiques, conventions, conferences must be accurate and in full,

especially when used for the first time in the text. Example: The name of a
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conference must be the full, formal reference, with date and location.

Thus, not "the 1995 Beijing Conference" but the "Fourth United Nations

World Conference on Women", held in Beijing, China in 1995.

• For footnotes, the first name of an author goes in front, not after, as for

bibliographies. Example: Mary White, Gender in the Year 2000, Zed Press,

New York, 1997, page 12.

• Make sure you record the complete meaning of any acronym when you use it for

the first time in the text. Thereafter the acronym will suffice.

• Keep your electronic materials in a special directory for order and ease of

access.

• Keep print materials and personal notes in well-labeled folders, card files,

etc.

• Record necessary publishing data of sources, including titles, authors,

publishers, specific page references, and website addresses as applicable.

Developingyourpreliminary outline

• Work out your preliminary outline before starting to write, as this will

help you to organize your thoughts and your material. It will evolve

further as you write.

• Main headings for chapters, sections, volumes and annexes usually use

Roman numerals, (I. II. etc.). Upper case letters (A.B.C.) are usually used

for the first-level subheadings with Arabic numerals (1.2.3) for second-

level subheadings. Arabic numerals may be used to organize shorter

pieces of work that do not require a large number of first-, second- and

third-level subtitles.

• Although less used in writing for the UN, the decimal system for outlining

may be used if the writer prefers this. In this case, the main heading would

be 1 and the first-level subheading 1.1.

• If you are writing a report you may choose to number all paragraphs

continuously, within the usual outline structure.

• Place numbered tables in the text section, as they occur. Tables in the

annexes should have a separate numbering system.

• Seek early review of your draft manuscript by colleagues and experts.

Teamwork is the established style at ECA. Writing an ECA publication is

never a solitary task with individual copyright. Teamwork, both vertical

and horizontal, is essential and effective quality control and monitoring at

various stages of production is required for a high-quality final product.

Successful dissemination to the targeted readership and positive feedback

are the ultimate tests.
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B. Keying in

Key in your manuscript using Microsoft Word software; use Microsoft

Excel for tables.

Use Times New Roman font, point size 12 or similar and avoid choices

that increase the size of the file, or decrease readability.

Check your margins. Leave margins of 2.5 to 3 cm at the top, bottom and

sides of the page. Align your document left and right.

Number all pages consecutively with Arabic numerals, that is 1 2 3.

Numbers are usually centred at the bottom of the page, but variations are

possible with the new software in use.

Do not use the space bar twice when keying in text; there should be only

one space after a full stop, a colon or a semicolon.

Start each new chapter or section on a new page.

As back-up, save and continually update your work on floppy disks, CD-

ROMs and/or network drives in case of computer crashes or virus

infections, etc.

C. Controlling and structuring your writing

Control your writing, paragraph by paragraph and section by section and avoid

having it control you

Writing with awareness

Stay within the terms of references of the assigned topic and within the

boundaries of your outline;

Keep your desired length and target audience in mind;

Aim for readability, ease of comprehension, and retention of the interest of

the reader;

Make your objectives and methodology clear in the introductory matter;

follow through in the succeeding chapters or sections, limiting yourself to

the terms ofreferences and avoid digressions;

Arrange the information and data and state your case and argument

without clouding the presentation with personal value judgments and

biases;

Avoid words that are slang, colloquial or strictly regional;
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Avoid jargon and buzz words of the moment;

Avoid gender, racial or other bias in word usage. Occupational and agent

nouns and titles such as "ambassador", "author", and "poet" are used to

designate both men and women. However, although the word "chairman"

is still generic, there are more instances of women chairing meetings and

more use of "chairperson". Words such as "manpower" are easily replaced

with "human resources", "personnel" or "staff. Example: Note the gender

assumption in:

"The shopkeeper tending his shop ..." Instead try: "the shopkeeper tending the

shop ..." or "shopkeepers tending their shops ..."

Not "small entrepreneur" but "small-scale entrepreneur", to indicate clearly the

size of the operation and not that of the entrepreneur.

Maintaining language integrity

The table of contents need not go beyond the headings and subheadings;

For each sentence you write, be aware of what it contributes to the overall

paragraph. Avoid padding and verbosity, and repetition of information in

the same or different words;

For each paragraph you write, check for the main point being made, the

key sentence, the key words and phrases, and for brevity. Can what you

have to say be said more logically and compactly?

Avoid overly long, obscure and highly technical terminology unknown to

the average readership in member States. Use of elitist, or highly academic

and professorial terms may put off the average layperson or government

official;

Note that English writing style does not use as many connectives as does

French. Do not overuse "however", "moreover", "nevertheless",

"undoubtedly", etc.

Avoid the use of informal language such as "naturally" and "of course",

"as you know", etc. First and second person pronouns such as "I", "we"

and "you". "I think", "we think" should also be avoided except in

statements and addresses.

Contractions such as "can't" or "won't" should never be used except

perhaps in popular newsletters.

Do not overuse the article "the". Check each use and see if you really

need it or if the concept stands alone; example: not "The regional integration

plans are key to the African States" but "Regional integration plans are key to

African States".
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• Acronyms for institutions and organizations should be given in brackets

after the first full reference made. Thereafter, the acronym alone may be

used.

• Use active sentences and avoid passive sentence structures.

Example: e.g... .planned by the Programme Manager. Instead, The

Programme manager plans...

• Lists after a colon (:) whether using (a), (b), (c) or bullets should have

each item starting with a capital. Example: Governments should adopt the

measures necessary to:

(a) Provide formal and non-formal training and retraining to equip

unemployed women with marketable skills. Such training should include

personal vocational development programmes;

(c) Guarantee unemployed women with social security benefits,

adequate accommodation and medical services, based on

individual need.

■ References to countries and territories must be neutral and in alphabetical

order. Example: Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Zambia.

• Use the formal names for countries in official listings:

Example:

United Republic ofTanzania

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

• Reports on events from the past, such as conference proceedings, have to

be written in the past tense. For example, " The delegatefrom Rwanda

stated that his country intended to take action on the matter as soon as

possible."

Maintaining structural integrity

Customize and use the following models and elements to present and structure

your final draft manuscript, creatively and consistently. A publication may

include some or all of the following elements, normally arranged in the

order shown:

Cover and spine

Title-page

Front Back of title-page

matter Acknowledgements

Disclaimers

Foreword and/or preface

Table of contents, including lists of tables, figures and maps and boxes.
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List of acronyms

Body Body of the text, including tables, figures and maps, footnotes and notes.

End Bibliography or references

Matter Appendices

Annexes

Glossary

Index

The author is responsible for providing all elements. The document should be complete when it is

submitted for editing. Some publications, especially popular reports, newsletters and promotional

materials, depending on audience, may prefer a more informal, less structured style. However,

official reports and publications should adhere to a consistent format easily followed in

discussion or negotiation in various languages. Major reports, for example, have

numbered paragraphs to aid official record keeping, negotiations and deliberations,

and to aid alignment in two or more languages.

Textformatting modes

The format below can be adjusted to suit a publication and its audience and may

use graphic devices instead of letters and numbers, as long as the style and

structure chosen is consistent throughout.

Chapter heading: I. II. El.

First-level subheading: A., B., C.

Second level degree: 1. 2. 3.

Third-level: (a), (b), (c); French: a) b) c)

Fourth level: (i) (ii) (iii); French: i) ii) in)
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Heading

Part One (optional)

RECENT TRENDS IN INDUSTRIALIZATION

I. PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

A. Principal problems

1. Basic materials

(a) Coal

[In French: a) Coal]

(i) Sources of supply

[In French: i) Sources of supply]

a. Operating mines

i. Anthracite

Style

Part, centred and

underlined

Chapter heading,

centred, upper

case, bold

Subheading 1,

centred and

underlined or

smaller font size,

bold, lower case

Subheading 2,

centred and

underlined or

smaller font,

bold, lower case

Subheading 3,

underlined or

smaller font size

aligned left.

Listings need not

have subheads.

Subheading 4,

underlined or

smaller font size,

tab one space

Subheading 5,

underlined, tab

two spaces

Subheading 6,

underlined or

smaller font size.

Tab three spaces.
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In a text, all levels of subheadings possible are rarely needed, especially with the

use of various types of bullets, cases, font styles and point sizes and other graphic

methods in computer software. It is better to keep your structure simple.

Underlining is advised in several instances in the above United Nations

Secretariat text format. However, with the new software options, it is less often

needed. In most ECA documents now, italics, bold, different font point sizes or

colours and shadings may indicate structural differentiation.

Paragraph numbering

• When you number paragraphs, use Arabic numerals, that is, 1.2.3.

• Numbering and lettering of headings and subheadings are separate from the

numbering of paragraphs. That is, both occur together when paragraphs are

numbered.

• Start the numbering with the main text and number consecutively throughout

the document, regardless of part, chapter, or subheading. Paragraphs in the

front matter of a text are not usually numbered.

• The preambular paragraphs of a resolution or communique are not numbered.

• When subparagraphs or depend on an introductory phrase, end each item

except the last with a semicolon, even if within the subparagraph there is a full

stop and new sentence. End the last item with a full stop.

• Simple lists do not need numbering. Although dashes are sometimes used they seem

informal and may not be necessary. Example:The office was equipped with the

following items:

Computer

Printer

File cabinet

Desk and chair

C. Tables

Elements ofa table

A table is a systematic arrangement of data or information in a format that allows

the reader to observe trends and to make comparisons. A table contains most or

all of the following elements:

Number and title

Column headings

Stub, or row headings

Field, where the data are presented
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Footnotes and source

Use MS Excel to construct and manipulate tables. Ideally, a table fits vertically on

a single page. A wide table can be presented using the landscape function, or it can

run vertically on two facing pages. A long table can run onto additional pages. For

any table running onto more than one page, repeat the table number and title,

adding "continued" after the title and repeat the column headings.

Every table should have a number and a title. Tables should be numbered

consecutively through the text, table 1,2,3, etc. In groupings, table la, lb, etc. is

possible. If the document is long with many tables, a list of tables should be given

at the bottom of the table of contents

The title of the table should be brief and descriptive and is usually centred at the

top of the table. It is not a sentence and does not carry a full stop at the end. All

tables should be cited in the text, by number, citing its subject matter and

relevance to the argument or analysis. Unless starting out a sentence, reference in

the text to a table need not be capitalized.

Example: (See table 1); but, Table 1 presents data that shows...

Designing tables

• Columns should be arranged from left to right in some logical sequence:

chronological, alphabetical, rank of importance. If possible, the same unit or

measure should apply to the entire column.

• Items should be arranged in a logical sequence, such as rank of importance,

alphabetical, chronological. In a listing of countries or areas under continents,

the countries should be arranged alphabetically under each continent.

• Align digits at the right or at the decimal point. If figures in the column are

not comparable, they may be centred.

• Use spaces rather than commas or full stops to set off digits in groups of three.

This is by an internationally agreed convention, which allows the same table

to be used and understood in both English and Continental styles. For French

documents, commas are used instead of decimal points

2 523 170 not 2,523,170 or 2.523.170

26 531

423 375 422

1 000 523

0.023 587
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Use a full stop to indicate the decimal point. If a figure is less than 1, place a

zero before the decimal: 0.58, not .58.

Align words, abbreviations, and signs on the left within the column.

No cell, or space in the field, should be left blank. Two dots (..) or na indicate

that no data are available.

The bibliographic source appears below the rule at the foot of the table.

Explanatory and specific notes may follow, the latter referenced in the table

with a superscript letter: a'b. See the table model below.

Table 1. National poverty lines in selected developed market countries

Country and year

Australia (1973)

Belgium (1972)b
Canada(1972)

France (1972)

Ireland (197 l)b

United Kingdom (1972)

United States of America

(1972)

Proportion of

population

below poverty

line

8.2

14.4

15.1

24.0

13.2

11.9

Poverty line as percentage of private disposable income

per capita

For one person3

65.1

56.3

74.7

29.8

62.0

78.4

63.0

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develooment (

Income Maintenance and Programmes, Paris, J

a Non-retired.

Private estimates.

fuly 1976, p. 65.

For two persons3 For a family of

87.1

92.3

124.4

59.6

103.4

112.5

81.3

four

122.2

131.0

174.2

92.7

166.3

154.3

123.7

OECD), Public Exnenditure on
— r ~

E. Figures

A figure can illustrate a trend or emphasize contrasts more easily than can a table.

Trends are illustrated in line graphs, comparisons and contrasts in bar charts.

• Prepare all figures in MS Excel.

• Number all figures with Roman numerals as they occur in the text.

• Include a list of figures after the list of tables at the end of the table of

contents.

F. Text boxes

Enclosing specific pieces of text in a box is meant to highlight and encapsulate

compact, selected information for purposes of summarization, highlighting or
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contrasting. A text box may stand alone or may be shaded for highlight and

contrast. Boxes may be central to a page or set off to the side, bar style. Boxes

are usually but not always numbered and titled.

Where they are numbered and titled, they are placed in the text as they occur and

should be listed in the Table of Contents after the list of tables, before the list of

annexes. Arabic numbers are used. Thus, "Box 1 shows ".
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III. POINTS OF STYLE

A. Spelling rules

In general, spelling and usage are British. The United Nations guide in English

matters of word usage is Fowler's Dictionary ofModern English Usage, Oxford

University Press. In matters of spelling, use the Concise Oxford Dictionary, latest

edition, as reference. This pertains mostly to spellings and usages that have

alternatives, such as "- ize" or "-ise", programme or program. At ECA, program

is usually used to refer to computer programs, while organized activities rare

termed "programme".

• Use "z", instead of "s" in such words as "recognize" and "organization".

Although the British English spell-check in the MS Word program indicates

the "-ise" spelling, the "-ize" form should be used and added to the computer

spell check. Some words, however, are always spelled with "-ise", with no

alternative: advertise, circumcise, incise.

• Use "-yse" (rather than the American "-yze" ) for such words as analyse,

catalyse, paralyse.

• Be aware of the difference in spelling between verb and noun forms, such as:

practise [v] practice [n]

license [v] licence [n]

• Remember the basic spelling rule, "the i before the e, except after c.

• Study forms of legal references:

Examples:

Contracting Party, in treaties, conventions

The member States

States parties to a treaty

The Parties to the present Convention

The resolution

The Convention on...

The Treaty of...
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Fractions expressed in words are not hyphenated (e.g., one half of the total),

unless they are used as adjectives (e.g., one-fourth share).

B. List of approved spellings

about (for numbers, e.g., about 3,000; about half; use "around" for dates)

above mentioned

abridgment

acknowledgement

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)

ad hoc

ad infinitum

advertise

advisable

adviser

aerial

aeroplane

aesthetic

aftercare (services)

after-effect

aged five years or over

age 5,6 etc. (but five years of age)

age/grade-transition period

age group (age group 15-19 etc.)

age-heaping (noun and adj.)

ageing

age-limit

age-misreporting

age-profile models

age-reporting

age-selective

age-specific (adj.)

age-time plan

aggression

agro-ecological

agroforestry
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agro-industry

agropastoral

aide-memoire (as in French)

air-conditioned

aircraft

aircrew

airlift

airline

airspace

allege

allot, allotted, allotment

alphanumeric

aluminium

amenorrhoea

amniocentesis

amparo

anaemia

analogue (but analog in computer technology)

analyse

antenatal

antenna (plurals: -ae (insects), -as (aerials))

anti-abortion

antibody

anticontraceptio law (French law of 1920)

antifertility

antimalarian

antimicrobial

antinatalism

antinatalist

apartheid

a posteriori

appal, appalled, appalling

appendices

a priori

armour

around (for dates, e.g., around 1990, around December; use "about" for numbers)

artefact

artwork

asylum-seeker

attache

audio-visual
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avant-garde

averse

B

baby boom

baby-boom cohort

back burner

back-calculation procedure

backstabbing

backstopping

back-up (noun and adj.)

backward (adj.)

backwards (adverb)

balance of payments (noun)

balance-of-payments (adj.)

balance sheet

bandwidth

baseline

base-period migrations, estimates

base-year (adj.)

Bedouin (singular and plural)

bedridden

beforehand

behaviour

belligerent

benchmark

benefited, benefiting

biannual (twice a year)

biased

biennial (every second year)

biennium (plural: bienniums)
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bilateral

bilingual

bimodal

bimonthly

bio-behavioural

bio-demographic

bioethical

biomedical

biotechnology

birth control

birth rate

bis

blood-brain barrier (medical term)

blueprint

boldface (type)

bona fide

bond market

booby trap

bookkeeping

bottleneck

bourgeois, bourgeoisie

boyfriend

brain drain

breadwinner

break down (verb)

breakdown (noun)

breakthrough

break up (verb)

break-up (noun)

breastfeeding, breastfed

breast milk

bride-wealth

budgeted

building block

build up (verb)

build-up (noun)

bureaux (plural)

by-law

by-product

bystander
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cancel, cancelled, canceling

cannot

canon law (noun)

canon-law (adj.)

canvas (cloth)

canvass (to solicit)

capacity-building (noun and adj.)

capital

Capitol (building)

cardiovascular

caregiver

care provider

caretaker

carte blanche

case-by-case basis

case-fatality rate

case law

caseload

case study

catalogue (but catalog in computer technology)

catastrophe

cathode ray tube

CD4 molecule, CD4 antigen

ceasefire (noun and adj.)

centre, centred

centerpiece

changeover (noun)

channeled, channeling

Charge d' affaires

Charter party

checklist

checkpoint

check-up (noun)

chef de cabinet

cheque (bank)

chequebook

childbearing

childbirth

childcare (noun and adj.)
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child-rearing

child-spacing

chlorofluorocarbons

city-size (adj.)

civil law (noun)

civil-law (adj.)

classroom

clearing house

closed-end (adj.)

clue (not clew, except in nautical sense)

co-education

coefficient

coexistence

co-factors

co-financing

cohort-component projections

cold war

colloquium (plural: colloquiums)

colour

combatant

combated, combating

comeback (noun)

commando, commandos

common law (noun)

common-law (adj.)

communique

compel, compelled

compendium (plural: compendiums)

complexion

comprise (tr.) (the section comprises four units)

connection

consensus

contraceptive-calendar method

contraceptive-status calendar

contraceptive use-effectiveness

contraceptive use-failure

contraceptive use-interval

contraceptive use-pattern

cooperate, cooperation

coordinate, coordination

coprocessor
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cornerstone

co-residence

co-sponsor

cost-allocation method

cost-effective

cost-effectiveness

cost-efficiency

cost recovery (noun)

cost-recovery (adj.)

councilor

counselor

counter-argument

counter-attack

counter-claim

counter-example

counter-magnet

countermeasure

counter-productive

counter-trade

counter-urbanization

countryside

country-wide

coup

coup d'etat (plural -.coups d' etat)

couple-years

creditworthiness

cropland

cross-coutnry

cross-reference

cross-section

cross-tabulation

curriculum vitae (plural: curricula vitae)

cut back (verb)

cutback (noun)

cut-off (noun and adj.)

D

data bank

database
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